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Jessica Hines | A Private Map to the Animate: In Six Parts
Hines Earns Honorable Mention at
Moscow International Foto Awards
December 1, 2015
Jessica Hines’ work has been awarded a winning placement of
Honorable Mention in the Moscow International Foto Awards 2015
for a selection of work from Spirit Stories. Thousands of works were
submitted from 84 countries. The work will be seen at Fotoloft
Gallery in Moscow.
Hines’ newest video work is on exhibit at Dinter Fine Art, NY, NY, in
the online Project Room: A Private Map to the Animate: In Six
Parts, November/December 2015.
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Professors to Present Paper at
Conference in Brazil
December 1, 2015
Santanu Majumdar and Hans Mortensen will be presenting their paper in a themed session, “Design Education
Quintessence,” at the Tenth International Conference – Design Principles & Practices from February 25-27, 2016, in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil.
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